
 CASE STUDY: RAPID BUILDING INSPECTIONS

Rapid Building Inspections is a successful, fast-growth Building and Pest Inspection 
business that follow the best practices in building and pest inspections. 

Ankit Agarwal of Citywide Services first heard about Formitize from others in his industry using Formitize.

INDUSTRY: PROPERTY INSPECTIONS

Daniel says, 

“We were a start-up when we began 
 with Formitize. I feel Formitize has 
 become a valuable asset to the day to 
 day running of the business.”

How they use Formitize

“Formitize is great! It has made 
improvements to our business and is 
good value for money,” Daniel added.

Rapid Building are utilizing the following 
Formitize modules:

● Paperless Forms
● Job Scheduling & Management
● Accounting - Invoicing
● Quotes and Payments
● Compliant Pest & Building 

Inspection Reports

Grow your business with Formitize paperless business solutions. 
Start your Free 30-day Trial Today!

Formitize – making paperwork paperless.        

Daniel says, “We were a start-up when we began with Formitize. I feel Formitize has 
become a valuable asset to the day to day running of the business. Formitize provides a 
valuable contribution to how our business operates.”
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Daniel’s Testimonial

Daniel relates, “Formitize has been 
extremely helpful and responsive from 
day one - always assisting us promptly 
with any enquiries and often expediting 
new products and/or changes for us so 
that we can launch them asap. The 
Formitize platform has allowed our 
business to scale very quickly to support 
our rapid growth. Thanks for all your 
assistance so far, it has been very much 
appreciated.”

Why They Chose Formitize

Getting operational quickly is a huge benefit to new businesses and it is important that the 
systems being used can be set up and used quickly and easily too.

Daniel confirmed, “My Formitize Account was amazingly easy to set up. We were up and 
running in no time with a lot of great features. Formitize is a good solution - easy to use. I 
look forward to the Training Options: Virtual Screen Share Training, Face to Face Training, 
and Group Training.”

Daniel has made use of the Support Tools within Formitize including Phone and Emails with 
the Client Success Managers stating, “Overall, Formitize Support and Customer Service is 
very responsive and helpful.”

Daniels says, “I chose Formitize over other solutions because of pricing and ease of use. 
I give them a ‘10.”

Grow your business with Formitize paperless business solutions. 
Start your Free 30-day Trial Today!

Formitize – making paperwork paperless.        


